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Crime fiction in the period of PRL  
(PRL crime fiction)

Abstract: A novel with a socialist police motif is a subgenre of PRL crime fiction which appeared in the 
Communist Blok countries. Its characteristic features are as follows: the over-persuasive function, glorifi-
cation of the socialist police (MO), inspirations which were taken from the poetics of social realism novels, 
and low literary standards. In fact, the PRL crime fiction constitutes a far more complex phenomenon. 
Along with ideologically biased novels of poor quality, appear those written at a high, professional level. 
The latter concerns the authors like Leopold Tyrmand, Andrzej Piwowarczyk and Tadeusz Kostecki. The 
most popular authors are Zygmunt Zeydler-Zborowski, Jerzy Edigey, Anna Kłodzińska and Helena Sekuła. 
The writing women, mainly represented by Barbara Gordon, set the female trend in PRL crime fiction, 
which is worth attention. 
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Crime fiction originated in the period of PRL [The Polish People’s Republic]. 
This phenomenon has so far been given little attention ; only a few papers discussed it 
(Barańczak 1975; Barańczak 1983; Barańczak 1990; Jastrzębski 1982; Martuszewska 1997; 
Skotarczak 2012). Surprisingly, the genre has regained its popularity (Skotarczak 2010: 101–
110, 363–364) likewise the crime films created in PRL, which are available on DVD, and 
have repeatedly been shown on a TV screen. Their literary basis were predominantly books. 
PRL crime fiction, also known as “A novel with a socialist police motif” (powieść milicyjna), 
is the literary term which was first used by Stanisław Barańczak. It has still been an interest-
ing, historical source of knowledge, which has undoubtedly exerted influence on our vision 
of the past. 

 The political and social conditions for the development of crime fiction in PRL have not 
always been favorable and simple. Following WWII cultural revival was natural and spon-
taneous. Private cafes and restaurants appeared , bands began to play the latest popular 
hits. Those films which survived the war were played in the cinemas and places adjusted 
for the shows. New cultural institutions such as theaters or libraries were opened. The cul-
tural and social rebirth also concerned the editorial movement. Books of different genres, 
concerning both classical and popular literature, were edited. The latter involved criminal 
fiction which was issued in newspapers in episodes. “Co tydzień powieść” (“Every week 
a novel”) a weekly newspaper was then created. Crime fiction was also part of its content. 
The foreign as well as Polish authors were published. Antoni Marczyński, a popular, pre-
war author, and Tadeusz Kostecki , also known as W.T.Christine, were issued. Zygmunt 
Zeydler-Zborowski (also known as Emil Zborowski (also known as Emil Zorr), who later 
became the classic of the genre, debuted at the time. 
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After only a few years the editorial conditions in Poland became unfavorable for the 
popular literature which attracted strong ideological criticism (as a result of the political 
policy of the communist authorities). Crime fiction and romance were classified as the “low 
standard literature” which spoiled readers’ literary taste, lowered readership standards, 
drew the readers from the good quality “ standard literature”, and , finally, were regarded 
as the product of the bourgeois culture. Therefore, popular literature could no longer be 
printed. All the remaining issues, including those printed before the war, were banned 
from public use. The popular weekly newspaper „Co tydzień powieść” („A novel every 
week”) ceased to appear. The year 1949 became decisive for crime fiction. Assumed by the 
Polish authorities as a typical product of evil western societies and the bourgeois culture 
(Kondek 1999: 137-165)1 crime fiction as a separate literary genre was banned for several 
years. 

In the period of strictly imposed socialist realism in Poland, some authors tried to attract 
readers by introducing an interesting, sensational plot. A representative example can be 
„Biblioteczka Przygód Żołnierskich” (”A little library of soldiers’ adventures”) issued dur-
ing the years 1951-1955 where the authors like Tadeusz Kostecki, Bohdan Arct, Zbigniew 
Safjan published their books. The plot usually concerned the struggle against spies and 
saboteurs, but its main goal was to fulfill the propaganda guidelines of the socialist ruling 
party. 

In 1955 along with the first issue of “Zły” ( “The man with white eyes”) by Leopold 
Tyrmand the situation altered. The book became a bestseller and a big sensation. The whole 
issue was sold out very quickly. This pointed to the symptoms of political thaw in culture 
which could be noticed after October 1956. 

Crime fiction was favored again. It was published in books, issued in episodes in daily 
newspapers. Some books were reprinted in several dailies to the financial benefit of their 
authors. Also foreign writers published their books 2.

The second half of the fifties turned out to be a very good period for the development of 
crime fiction. The term “powieść milicyjna” (“A novel with a socialist police motif”) did not 
exist at the time. It appeared many years later in the publications of Stanisław Barańczak. 
Both Barańczak and Matuszewska defined the “novel with a socialist police motif” as the 
one which derived from crime fiction. Its characteristic feature was over-persuasive func-
tion, a role model of a policeman, and a bipolar picture of the world. In crime fiction, as well 
as in all literary work, these were to serve to present the socialist system as superior to the 
capitalist one, with a vision of the world which reflected the socialist ruling party guide-
lines, not the reality. The socialist police (MO) was presented favorably as well as the rep-
resentatives of the ruling party and its authorities. The police was presented as a positive 
character, not a villain, the only one to be able to solve criminal cases. An average citizen 
when confronted with a policeman, appeared to be inferior and less clever. Barańczak per-
formed the analysis of the crime fiction based on a book series called „Ewa wzywa 07…” 
(“Eve calls 07…”) which began to appear in 1969. Although “a novel with a socialist police 
motif” also known as PRL crime fiction did not appear that year, still, the term applies to 
the whole literary work of the crime fiction genre from the mid-fifties until 1989.

„Zły” („The man with white eyes”) by Leopold Tyrmand does not seem to comply with 
the picture of the “ novel with a socialist police motif” presented by Baranczak in his pub-
lication. The world is far from the ideal one. It resembles critical and audacious articles of 

1  Tadeusz Kostecki, Marek Romański, Antoni Marczyński, and Agatha Christie were blacklisted
2  More information on the editorial market includes an excellent lexicon Serią po kryminałach, czyli katalog 

konesera kryminałów z PRL, ( The crime fiction series or the catalogue of crime fiction connoisseur) edited by A. Lewand-
owska, B. Brzózka and G. Cielecki, Warszawa 2009.
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„Po prostu” (“Simply”) weekly newspaper or the black series of a Polish documentary 
(Nastałek-Żygadło 2013) rather than a stereotypical “laurka”. Poverty prevails in the soci-
ety, vodka is overused in large amounts, gangs of youngsters wander along the streets to 
spread terror among Warsaw citizens. The police seems to be powerless, only frauds and 
criminals lead a comfortable and prosperous life.

A man with white eyes, a protagonist, once a criminal, becomes a converted man, chas-
es hooligans, protects citizens, smashes a gang. Yet, the police chases Zły ( the man with 
white eyes). The citizens cannot protect themselves as they are only vulnerable victims who 
could only be saved by the police even if it becomes powerless. Tyrmand tried to create 
lieutenant Dziarski, as a likeable, positive character, but, the message of the novel is as fol-
lows: Zły, the protagonist, is the only one determined to really fight crime whereas the po-
lice is unable to keep the citizens safe on the streets. The socialist policemen are far more 
eager to catch Zły who only mobilizes people to fight hooligans. Zły is finally arrested by 
the police but the reader’s sympathy and the sense of justice are on his side. Zły becomes 
a positive character unlike lieutenant Dziarski. 

„Zły” by Tyrmand influenced the way crime fiction in Poland evolved. Books that ap-
peared during several years following the issue of “Zły”, resembled or copied the novel to 
various extent. In „Oczy Alchemika”(“The Alchemic’s Eyes” ) by Robert Azderball (1959), 
a police lieutenant ,colonel Burke turns out to be a criminal and a gang boss, unlike in the 
case of “a novel with a socialist police motif”. Other examples can be „Śmierć w galerii” 
(„The death in a gallery”) by Jerzy Dudzic and Bogdan Majchrzak (1959), „Czarny mer-
cedes” („The black Mercedes”) (1958), and „Zaczęło się w sobotę” (“It began on Saturday”) 
by Zygmunt Zeydler-Zborowski (1960). Andrzej Piwowarczyk wrote novels like „Stary ze-
gar” („The old clock”), „Królewna” („The Princess”) and „Maszkary” (“Scarecrows”) (1955–1957) 
where a protagonist, captain Gleb conducts an investigation. Also, „Pięć manekinów” 
(„Five Mannequins”), „Przystań Eskulapa” („Esculap’s Marina”) by Edmund Niziurski 
(1959), and „Nieznajomy z baru Calypso” („ A stranger from Calypso Bar”) „Ruda model-
ka” (“ A red model”) by Dominik Damian (real name Adam Bahdaj, 1959). „Druga śmierć 
Barbary”(„The second death of Barbara”) by Wanda Balicka (1958) is an interesting exam-
ple, the protagonist, a repatriate from the Soviet Union represents people the authorities 
were reluctant to refer to or talk about. Also „Kwiaty od zaginionej” (“Flowers from a miss-
ing person”) by Danuta Bieńkowska is worth to mention as a female protagonist, amateur- 
detective Tekla seems to be modelled on writer Anna Kowalska , a close friend of Maria 
Dąbrowska, also a writer.

These novels constitute a separate subgenre of “ October thaw crime fiction” or “ Octo-
ber thaw novel with a socialist police motif” where the picturesque criminal world in Po-
land is connected with private businesses which intermingle with state businesses, poverty 
among people is common, and the members of the socialist police (MO) and the Safety 
Service (SB) are interestingly portrayed. However, unlike such courageously written books, 
other novels still follow the official guidelines of the novel with a socialist police motif 
genre. 

The political changes in 1956 and the October Thaw in culture positively influenced the 
quality of written work in all disciplines of culture. Unfortunately, this situation did not last 
long so the October Thaw achievements were not preserved. Following several years of 
relative freedom in politics, business and culture, Władysław Gomułka ,the socialist ruling 
party leader, imposed tougher political rules. Socialist realism could no longer be revived 
but artistic freedom was soon banned as well , along with „Po prostu” (“Simply”) weekly 
and the black series in the Polish cinema. 

This situation also affected crime fiction, although, the exact date of the change is diffi-
cult to set. The message of the books and portraits of policemen gradually evolved – a po-
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liceman, according to the political trend, could no longer be flawless. A director of a big 
state enterprise appeared as a new, interesting black character, which is characteristic of 
crime fiction of the sixties. Also women appeared as writers: Barbara Gordon (i.e. Larysa 
Zajączkowska-Mitzner) and Joanna Chmielewska (i.e. Irena Kuehn), who equipped their 
novels with specific ,untypical features. 

The developing tendency showed depravation of the management elite and the lower 
rank authorities, which resulted from political and social situation in the sixties. Numerous 
economic scandals were revealed, discussed and publicized in newspapers. The most fa-
mous was so called “meat scandal” which ended with the death sentence (Jarosz, Pasztor 
2004). Contrary to the requirements of the ruling party to present socialist enterprises only 
in a positive light, abuse and thefts in state companies were shown in PRL crime fiction. The 
authorities partly lifted a ban on writing about negative aspects of the socialist system. An 
interesting example is a novel by Barbara Gordon: „Proces poszlakowy”, (“A Circumstantial 
legal case”) 1963; „Klika”, (“The clique”) 1964; „Dwaj panowie w »Zodiaku«”, (“Two men in a Zo-
diak”) 1969; and „Ćmy”, (“Moths”) 1976 which was edited many years after it had been 
written in 1969, the date was included at the end of the book. Also, Kazimierz Kwaśniewski 
(real name Maciej Słomczyński): „Śmierć i Kowalski”, („The Death and Kowalski”) 1962, 
Andrzej Zbych – (real name Zbigniew Safjan and Andrzej Szypulski): „Bardzo dużo pa-
jacyków, („A lot of Rompers”)1968, and Anna Kłodzińska: „Malwersanci” („ Embezzlers”) 
1961.

PRL crime fiction in the sixties often presents the hardship of the life of a policeman. 
They are not well-off, have family problems due to the lack of time for their wives and chil-
dren, live in small apartments and their holiday leaves are interrupted. The motif of a po-
liceman who is full of sacrifice for only a small payment often appears in the novel with 
a socialist police motif . Policemen seem to be the worst paid employees, with no extra prof-
its for their work. The only price they can receive is a good word of their superior and 
 satisfaction resulting from the properly fulfilled duty. Sometimes they are also gratified by 
a golden watch, from their superior, with an engraving on it. 

The best example seem to be the crime fiction novels by Jacek Wołowski: „Porwano 
dziecko”, (“A child was kidnapped) 1959; „Kariera porucznika Chudego”, (“A carrier of 
lieutenant Chudy”) 1961; „Uwaga wszystkie radiowozy”, (“Attention all the Police cars”) 
1962; and „Oset pleni się w mroku”, (“ Thistle grows rankly in the darkness”) (1963) where 
lieutenant Chudy lives in a cramped room with a wife and two children. Bandits threaten 
to kidnap his child, he is heavily wounded, often spends long hours at work, does not have 
enough sleep, is on a poor diet. Finally, he has prospects for promotion which is a two room 
apartment. Lieutenant Mały dies on duty, killed cruelly by some criminals. The widowed 
wife visits his grave. Captain Suchy’s wife also becomes a widow. Likewise Mały, Suchy is 
killed on duty. Lieutenant Spokojny does not leave his duty even if he receives a telegram 
from his wife about a serious illness and operation of their child. The duty is the most im-
portant. Spokojny fears his wife’s reproach but she is understanding. Finally, his friends 
help to take care of his wife and the child. Hard duty, sacrifice and poverty prevail. The 
names of the policemen are also significant : Chudy (Thin), Spokojny (Calm), Mały (Small), 
Suchy (Dry) etc. They seem to reflect the peasant ancestry of Wołowski’s characters.

It is not easy for captain Bul, the protagonist of novels by Jan Artur Bernard (real name 
Bohdan Patecki), like „Telefonował morderca” (“The murderer called”) (1969), „Noc Robin 
Hooda” (“Robin Hood’s night”) (1970), to make the ends meet. At least, he leads a success-
ful personal life, unlike captain Wójcik, the main character of a novel „Czas zatrzymuje się 
dla umarłych” (“The time stops for the dead”) (1969) by Artur Morena (real name Andrzej 
Wydrzyński). Again, there are interrupted holidays, 24 hours duty, work up till night, 
which are common, like in „Skok śmierci” (“The Death Jump”) (1969) by Adrian Czabot 
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(real name Aleksander Minkowski and Władysław Krupka), or „Uwaga, komunikat spec-
jalny” (“ Attention, a special communique”) by Zbigniew Safjan, (1969). 

Love and romantic heart outbursts are familiar to the socialist police officers. Especially 
for captain Downar from a novel by Zaydler-Zborowski. Others more seriously think of 
women. Lieutenant Chmura is unhappily in love with a beautiful woman, who is a prose-
cutor „Błękitne Szynszyle” (“Blue Chinchillas”) (1960) by Barbara Gordon. Captain Ziętek 
happily falls in love with a girl he is supposed to protect: „Zbrodniarz i panna” (“A criminal 
and an unmarried girl”) (1965) by Kazimierz Kwaśniewski. Lieutenant Widerski will most 
probably marry Hanka, a student in Zbrodnia w południe” (“The Crime at Noon”) (1970) 
by Jerzy Edigey (real name Jerzy Korycki), as in the case of lieutenant Sępłowicz and Rita 
– „Kindżał z Magirota” (“A Dagger from Magirot”) (1963) by Emila Cassa-Kasicka (real 
name Irena Szymańska-Matuszewska). Mayor Grassus as a modest Mr Sudo makes Miss 
Skoroń, the daughter of the killed professor, fall in love with him – „Będę zamordowana” 
(“I will be killed”) (1970) by Kazimierz Korkozowicz. Lieutenant Zieliński seems to make 
a couple with his old love Ewa, a judge, – „Gdzie jest Joachim Finke” (“Where is Joachim 
Finke”) (1962) by Zeydler-Zborowski.

A major, or a lieutenant who wisely and carefully conduct a team of policemen carrying 
investigation, appear in almost all of the novels with a socialist police motif. The team of 
investigators and experts is always accompanied by a medical examiner who finally helps 
to find out the perpetrator. However, each of them alone cannot successfully fulfil their 
duty, as the team work is praised over individuality, even if erudition and good education 
of the socialist police officer are appreciated („To nie oryginał, Hieronimie”, (“It isn’t an 
original, Hieronim”) 1969, by Krzysztof Opatowski, where a lieutenant is an expert in paint-
ing. This rule, which is strictly followed mainly in the sixties, fulfills the criterion of the 
subgenre of the novel with a socialist police motif . Team work supervised by a kind officer 
of a higher rank is important and guarantees success.

An exception to the rule, can be legal advisor Zamojski, who conducts investigation ,in 
some novels by Barbara Gordon „Waza króla Priama” (“The King Priam’ Vase”) 1968, 
„Proces poszlakowy”) (“The circumstantial trial”), or female prosecutor Anna Swigoń who 
cooperates with lieutenant Chmura („Błękitne szynszyle”) (“Blue Chinchillas”). 

The Police officers of the Socialist Police Headquarters in Warsaw, the seat in the 
Mostkowskis’ Palace, always supervise the investigation, no matter where the plot is set 
outside Warsaw. They support their colleagues from the province as if they were unable 
themselves to complete the investigation. This shows the absurdity of centralized power, 
where every decision had to be accepted by the highest rank officers: „Krawaty kapitana 
Obary” (“Captain Obara’s Ties”) (1962) by Maciej Pozim (real name Andrzej Ziemowit Zi-
mowski), „Noc Robin Hooda” (“Robin Hood’s Night”). 

In the seventies Edward Gierek became First Secretary of the socialist ruling party. At 
the beginning the standard of living significantly increased, but the ruling power became 
even more centralized based on the increasingly spreading propaganda of success. In the 
second half of the decade the economic situation worsened along with a growing social 
discontent, yet, the propaganda of success was continued.

The term a novel with socialist police motif seemed at the time most appropriate than 
ever. A captain officer, the protagonist of „Tajemnica gotyckiej komnaty” („The mystery of 
the Gothic Chamber”) by Władysław Krupińskio (real name Władysław Krupka), which 
appeared in 1971, the first year of Gierek’s rule, says:” We worked together and also to-
gether were responsible for its results. We knew that only the collective effort counted in 
solving the most difficult mysteries.” (p. 5). The socialist police works collectively. The au-
thors presented the effective political methods of the ruling party. A good and kind boss, 
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police officer or colonel like a father always supports the socialist police officers, sometimes 
he reproaches them, yet, is always ready to give a good advice. “He was simply able to gain 
the authority on us, conduct us, and we, operational officers found it particularly precious“ 
– says the captain in the book (p. 5). The characters of a major, colonel or boss can be mod-
elled on Edward Gierek, First Secretary of the ruling party.

Books written by female authors are an exception. In „Nieuchwytny” (“Elusive”) (1977) 
by Barbara Gordon, investigation is conducted by Anna , a woman, who has no connections 
with the socialist police (MO). However, it is not a comedy, like in the books by Joanna 
Chmielewska in which the socialist police (MO) still has the last, decisive word. “Nieuch-
wytny” (“Elusive”) deals with a baffling subject associated with Marchwicki, a man who 
was convicted of numerous murders of women. In „Karolino nie przeszkadzaj” (“Karolina 
don’t disturb”) by Barbara Krzysztoń (1976), a grandmother of the man who carries out 
investigation, notoriously interrupts the proceedings. In „Kto się bał Stefana Szaleja” („Who 
was afraid of Stefan Szalej”) (1973) by Anna Kormik (real name Irena Szymańska-
Matuszewska) an investigation is conducted by an old professor, respected by the socialist 
police (MO). The women-authors seem to have more freedom in writing, as if they were 
treated less seriously. 

The effort and sacrifice invariably appear in the portrayal of the socialist police officers 
(MO). Cancelled or interrupted holidays, work late at night, 24 hour duty are present in 
almost every book of the seventies. However the socialist police officers are no longer poor. 
They are not wealthy either, even major Downar owns only a bachelor apartment, but pov-
erty is not emphasized. A socialist police officer becomes a member of the Gierek era soci-
ety with aspirations of the middle class. The socialist hero, previously created by the social-
ist propaganda regime, is replaced. Yet, the police officers still sacrifice themselves to protect 
the society: „Off side” (1978) by Maciej Z. Borowicz, „Dziewczyna w męskiej koszulce” 
(“A girl in a male shirt”) (1973) by Zeydler-Zborowski, „Złote koło” (“The golden wheel”) 
(1971) by Ścibor-Rylski, „Świetliste ostrze” (“The lucent blade”) (1977) by Andrzej K. 
Bogusławski, „Co lubią tygrysy” (“What the tigers like”) (1975) by Rafał Jedut, „Skradziony 
gwóźdź” (“The stolen nail”) (1972) by Tadeusz Kraszewski. 

 
Another constant element put forward is intelligence of the policemen, especially the 

police officers. The authors wanted to present them as educated, well-red and broad-mind-
ed people who eagerly offer help and advice to the youngers: „Zatrzymaj zegar o jedenas-
tej” (“Stop the clock at eleven”) (1973) by Barbara Nawrocka, „Żmije złote i inne” (“Golden 
snakes and others”) (1972) by Bernard, „Arlekinie” (“Dear harlequin”) (1972) by Artur 
Morena, „Inspektor ze Scotaland Yardu” (“Inspector from the Scotland Yard”) (1976) and 
„Krzyżówka z Przekroju” (“A Crossword from “Przekrój” magazine”) by Zeydler-
Zborowski (1976). They often are handsome lovers who win attractive girls („Karolino nie 
przeszkadzaj” (“Caroline don’t disturb”); „Dwie twarze Krystyny” (“Two faces of Cather-
ine”), 1976, by Jerzy Edigey; „Osiem ramion bogiń Kali” (“The eight arms of Kali’s god-
desses”) ,1976, by Danuta Frey; „To strach tylko, kochanie” (“It’s only fear, darling”), 1975, 
by Kazimierz Dębnicki. 

The novels with a socialist police motif of the seventies do not emanate the strong social-
ist ideology. However in some books it still prevails: „Dolina nocy” (“The night valley”) by 
Barbara Gordon (1980) which shows the heroic beginnings of the socialist police’s activity, 
their fight against gangs (which personified the underground of the independent move-
ment) and the nobleness of the socialist ruling power. In „Zatrzymaj zegar o jedenastej” 
(“Stop the clock at eleven”) captain Korda says to a former AK soldier (Home Army), who 
executed the previous judgment, that the man is worth as much as they serve the society, 
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and that the mistakes of the AK(Home Army) soldier result from rejecting the communism 
and the officers who belonged to the system. 

The eighties represent the final, decadent period for the novel with a socialist police 
motif, although the genre is still popular. All the previous motifs are continued. The hard-
ship of the socialist policeman’s life, who has little time for his wife and children, is ac-
cented. It is often followed by a divorce due to his sacrifice to a difficult but necessary police 
duty: („Dzień szósty”) (“The sixth day”), 1985, by Zygmunt Janet; „Skorpion czeka na 
mordercę”, 1989, (“The Scorpio is waiting for a murderer”) by Dominik Karo. 

The novels by Anna Kłodzińska are to some extent unusual. In „W pogardzie prawdy” 
(“Contempt of the truth”) (1982) the wild crowd of people attacks the police car and beats 
good and honest policemen. Also appear leaflets which criticize the socialist police (MO) 
and call people to boycott it. This may refer to the Solidarity Movement which was offi-
cially associated with hostile circles in the West. As a result, crime spreads everywhere. 
However, the socialist police (MO) and faithfull major Szczęsny do not give up. Fortunate-
ly, 13 December 1981brings the introduction of the martial law in Poland. Kłodzińska’s 
books are filled with the strong socialist propaganda likewise in the previous periods. Now 
the author clearly supports the socialist ruling power. The policemen are schematic, scath-
ing and flawless: „Zdrajca” (“The traitor”), 1984; „Trzy ciosy sztyletem” (“Three strokes 
with a dagger”), 1986; „Za progiem mroku” (“Behind the threshold of darkness”) (1988).

The reckoning motif also appears – again, black characters are directors of state enter-
prises or influential people of the artistic circles. The socialist police (MO) in the eighties 
arouses no suspicion even if a police officer has unclear and suspicious family situation. 
Finally, the problem is solved out to his benefit („Zemsta”) (“Revenge”), 1989, by Marianna 
Szymusiak, as corruption might have easily happened in the previous decade or be the re-
sult of complex business and political links, typical of that period „Dzwonnik z Friedlandu” 
(“A bell-ringer from Friendland”) (1985) by Krystyn Ziemski (real name Wiesław Godziem-
ski and Krystyna Światecka), „Za żadne pieniądze” (“For no money”) (1987) by Wojciech 
Piotr Kwiatek, „Grzęzawisko” (“Swamp”) (1981)by Anna Kłodzińska, „Inny czas” (“A dif-
ferent time”) (1983) by Andrzej Dziurawiec. 

Likewise in the previous period some authors attempt to revive police officers charac-
ters who appear to be more schematic in the eighties than before. This sometimes brings 
grotesque results, like in the case of police officers, who become sex fiends, and seem to be 
modelled on James Bond character. However, the Polish agents turn out to be less convinc-
ing „Kryptonim kutyna” (“Cryptonym kutyna”), 1989, by Andrzej Błażej. In other books 
this motif is less visibly exposed, instead, an ordinary romance usually leads to a true rela-
tionship, like in „Sąsiadka kapitana Kotwicza” (“A neighbor of captain Kotwicz”) by Klara 
S. Meralda (real name Olga Zapolska-Więcko) or „Debiut” (“The debut”) by Andrzej Dzi-
urawiec – both from 1983.

Another method to revive the protagonists is to equip them with unusual features of 
character, or unique interests :„Msza za mordercę” (“The mass for a murderer”), 1988, by 
Jeremi Bożkowski (real name Bożena Ciecierska-Więcko), „U progu miłości” (“At the thresh-
old of love”), 1983, by Jerzy Parfiniewicz „Demon z bagiennego boru” (“The demon from 
a swampy forest”), 1981. 

Crime fiction in the period of PRL undoubtedly constitutes a complex phenomenon, 
altering throughout the time. The most interesting seem to be crime fiction novels from the 
second half of the fifties, including “Zły” (The Man with White Eyes”) by Leopold Tyr-
mand, who set the new standards. In the sixties the main features of a novel with a socialist 
police motif developed. The plot mostly concerns a criminal offence, mainly a murder, and 
a perpetrator must be punished because the investigation is conducted by the well-qualified 
team of socialist police officers, who are full of sacrifice to find him. The emphasis is put on 
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a collective work, therefore, the characters of socialist policemen are little individualized. 
These rules of crime fiction are obeyed more strictly in the following decade. In crime fic-
tion written by female authors, especially, by Joanna Chmielewska and Barbara Gordon, 
there are some exceptions. The eighties show the slowly upcoming end to the novel with 
a social police motif. The authors are looking for a new formula. Likewise Anna Kłodzińska, 
some writers are still trying to maintain the apology of socialism, against the altering 
times. 

Biographical note: Dorota Skotarczak – Professor at the Institute of History, Adam 
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